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When last did you try anything new and spicy in bed?Do you want to satisfy and make the most out of your sexual encounters with your most secret sexual fantasies? If you want
to find new and exciting sex positions to spice up your sex life, then keep reading because this book was specifically written for you! A relationship may become monotonous, flat,
and often repetitive over time. You end up remaining in your comfort zone, still doing the regular stuff, and without understanding it, you take the most significant risk of all, losing
your passion for each other! Luckily, Kama Sutra Sex Positions is here for you to help you keep the fire going! This book will give you everything you need to keep your sex life
fresh and changing constantly. You may have tried any of the Kama Sutra positions in the past and need guidance to learn more. You may be new to sex and want to try various
parts. You've got a whole arsenal of places now to try. Whatever the past, from now on, this book will change your sexual adventures! It explains in detail the history of the Kama
Sutra, the art of lovemaking, offers helpful information about how to do it the right way and achieve mind-blowing orgasms, and hidden tips and strategies to take your sex game
to the next level. Here's some of the information you will find in this book: If you are an absolute novice, the best Kama Sutra positions Aphrodisiacs, Charms and Sex Toys
Homeopathic products that can boost your sex drive How to perform foreplay and oral sex the right way How your sex life can be spiced by erotic massage Over #100 Sex
Positions to forever change your sexual life And a lot more! Think of this book as a comprehensive guide that provides you with the information you need to please your sexual
partner and enhance your sexual life forever. The mission of this book is to change your regular sex routine in an exciting and stimulating way!
DICKS COLORING BOOK If you are you looking for a hilarious gift then look no further than this cock coloring book for adults! With a variety of coloring pages this book makes a
perfect gift idea for Chtistmas, Mother's Day, Birthdays, Hen Parties or just something for you to enjoy with your friends. 25 FUNNY PICTURES OF COCKS LARGE PRINT 8,5 x
8,5 PRINT JUST ON ONE SIDE to avoid coloring stains between one page to the other BLACK PAGES on the back of each image TAGS: adult coloring books , sex positions
coloring book, cocks, dicks, Kamasutra book, Sex adult coloring book, Erotic mandala, adult coloring book; coloring books for adults relaxation; coloring books for adults ,Erotic
gifts, adult erotic book, sex journal, black coloring book, Kamasutra adult coloring, sexy designs, meditation,
LIMITED TIME DISCOUNT! Great value (Regular $ 12.99 ) NEW 33 Unique Zentangle Designs on Black Paper ! For hot minded grown ups! Best selling adult coloring book
printed on black paper. Using this beautiful bed night time edition will make your designs vibrant with color. The perfect way to cool down and relax for those with a subversive
and irreverent sense of humor and erotic scent. *Please know that our book contains erotic positions and is not intended for children. Sex Positions Adult Coloring Book: Contains
Hottest Men in Sexy Positions. Beautiful & Unique Stress Relief Designs To Color. Each Coloring Page is designed for Fun and Relaxation. Each Coloring Page is printed on a
separate sheet to avoid bleed through. The Variety of Pages Ensure There is Something for Every Skill Level.. 33 Sexy Boys Designs : Original and hand drawn illustrations
Fantastic gift for anyone with a sense of humor Sized to frame at 8.5" x 11" Single-Sided Pages Printed on black paper TAGS: erotic word coloring, erotic men coloring, gay
colorng book, fitness coloring book, erotica coloring, erotics book, sex positions coloring book, Kamasutra coloring book, Kamasutra book, Sex adult coloring book, Erotic
mandala, Erotic gifts, adult erotic book, sex journal, black coloring book, Kamasutra adult coloring, sexy designs, meditation, relaxation, bed time coloring
Have you ever thought about what privileged insights were contained within the famous Kama Sutra? Do you want to explode your sexual energy and improve your sexual
health, intimacy and desire? If so then keep reading. This Kamasutra Book has a lot to offer to improve your intimate life. This Kamasutra Sex Positions guide is featured with
illustrated positions, complete with clear explanations to make things easier for couples in the bedroom. By following instructions on how to use these sex positions, you will
master the art of seduction, and you'll be able to reach and give mind-blowing orgasms every time. Here's what this incredible book can offer you: Benefits that will Kama Sutra
introduce to your bedroom. Guide to keep the desire and attraction always alive The Kama Sutra's role in your sex life and the best way to enhance your sexual experience.
Detailed guide on best sexual positions in Kama Sutra, complete with illustrations Way to hone your bed skills and become the master of seduction Pleasures of Tantric, oral,
anal sex, sex toys, and erotic massages. Bonus with interesting and innovative dirty games for couples includes: Role-playing sex games Classic sex games Oral sex games
Hottest sex games Fantastic erotic games Sex toys Sex game with drinks Challenge sex games
These Coloring book amazing gifts for Bachelor parties, adult parties, Bachelorette parties, gag gifts, Birthday parties, and many more occasions! This coloring book features 20
detailed sex positions designs by Tata Gosteva, ready to be brought to life with color! The paper is a quality white bond, images on one side only for easy removal and display.
This intricate designs are suitable for adults only.
Transform your lovemaking into erotic ecstasy with the secrets of the Kama Sutra -- the most ancient, renowned and explicit guide to sexual pleasure.
SEX: 2 Books in 1: Kama Sutra & Sex Positions________________________________________* Has your sex life with your partner grown stale and cold?* Do you miss the
exciting "spark" that you may once have had, and wonder if there is any way to get it back?* Would you enjoy feeling 100% confident that you were the best lover your partner
has ever had?If you answered "yes" to any of the above questions, then this book is just what you need to get informed, grow confident, and get exactly what you desire out of
your most important relationship, tonight!Sex: 2 Books in 1 was written with sensually curious, sexually ambitious individuals and couples like you in mind. In between these
pages, you will veer beyond the confusion about Kama Sutra and gain a deep understanding of what it's really all about. You will discover the many ways Kama Sutra differs from
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other sexual practices that you've been engaging in all of your adult life. You will realize the best ways to excite and please your partner and yourself, time and time
again!________________________________________But that's not all! You'll also receive answers to these burning questions:* What are the benefits of adding more
interesting sex positions and techniques to my lovemaking repertoire?* How can my partner and I learn to have the absolute best sex we've ever had?* In what ways can I
continuously work on improving my sexual abilities, even outside of the bedroom?Take action, not now, but right now, and grab this exciting roadmap to Kama Sutra and Sex
Positions, today!
At last, by popular demand here is the paperback edition of the website www.lesbiankamasutra.com. This lesbian sex guide for book lovers will stimulate awareness and create
new possibilities. Lesbian Kama Sutra focuses on women's sexuality from a lesbian point of view and encourages women to enrich their sexual experiences. Women from all
over the world have contributed to The Art of Lesbian Lovemaking and so this book is an inspiring read with 'Sexercises', 'Insights', over a hundred authentic photographs and
beautiful illustrations. This Book contains explicit content of an adult nature and is intended for a mature audience.
The Kama Sutra is an ancient Indian text widely considered to be the standard work on human sexual behavior in Sanskrit literature written by the Indian scholar Vatsyayana. A
portion of the work consists of practical advice on sex. K?ma means sensual or sexual pleasure, and s?tra are the guidelines of yoga, the word itself means thread in
Sanskrit.The Kama Sutra is the oldest and most notable of a group of texts known generically as Kama Shastra). Traditionally, the first transmission of Kama Shastra or
"Discipline of Kama" is attributed to Nandi the sacred bull, Shiva's doorkeeper, who was moved to sacred utterance by overhearing the lovemaking of the god and his wife Parvati
and later recorded his utterances for the benefit of mankind.
Madeleine Carter presents to you a HUGE and collated collection of great content featured throughout her titles and collaborations with A. Ratajkowski to bring you "101 Sex
Positions to Make Her Scream!". Featuring content from: ? "101 Sex Positions to Make Her Scream" ? "The Ultimate Guide to Sex - A 14 Day Guide" ? "Sex Positions Mastery:
100 Top Sex Positions" ? "SexMastery: How to Make Her Come" You will learn everything you need to know about: ? The Female Psychology ? The Value of Sex ? 6 Ways to
Become More Confident in Bed ? How to Make Her Come ? How to Have a Better Orgasm ? Anal Sex ? Sex Toys ? How to Last Longer in Bed ? After Sex: What to Do & What
Not to Do This book ALSO INCLUDES Madeleine Carter's 14 Day Relationship Guide to Improving Your Sex Life with Your Partner. This includes a series of tested daily goals,
targets, and challenges for you to complete with your partner. Whether your sex life has hit a wall and gone stale, or you just want to spice things up and get that spark back, this
guide WILL put sex back on the table. ALSO INCLUDED from Madeleine Carter's Sex Mastery Series: ? The Art of Seduction ? The Art of Foreplay ? The Art of Penetration AND
? 101 Sex Positions to Make Her Scream! ? Don't miss out on this chance for the only all-in-one title you'll need! Put sex back on the table. Looking for a preview? "We know by
now that you have to work to get a girl to orgasm, and I mean a genuine orgasm. The sad truth is that most women end up faking an orgasm to avoid the awkward tension when
her male knows he hasn't got her there. But not anymore. You now finally understand that the female orgasm is about more than just the physical act and you now know pretty
much all you're going to need to get to that wonderful place." "I want you to remember exactly that. The orgasm isn't purely physical; the emotional and psychological elements
are still so, so important. It's possible for a person to orgasm without even being touched. It's hard, sure, but it is certainly possible. I just need to demonstrate to you the
significance of the mind here. It's a key part of getting a female to her ultimate climax. Think about tantric sex. Now, you might not know a lot about tantric sex, but the idea is that
sex is considered virtually spiritual in nature - it's linked to a higher state of being. So clearly sex is more than the mere physical act of stimulating the nerves." "If you're
successful here, then the chances are that she won't have anything to say - she will quite literally become speechless! When a female experiences such a hard orgasm she
physically won't able to say anything! She will be so overwhelmed by the sensation that there is no need for words. If you accomplish this then well done, you've done what very
few guys ever manage to accomplish because they simply don't know or understand how to. But you do." Want to know more and learn 101 exciting sex positions? You know
what to do.
What do you do when your boyfriend dumps you and you’re nursing a broken heart? For Trisha Bernard, the answer’s clear: escape to India, armed with a copy of the Kama
Sutra. That way you’ll be ready should love (or lust) strike. But, as Bernard explains in her uproarious account of that madcap adventure, not everything goes quite as planned.
At the last minute, she’s joined by her long-lost friend Sally--an eccentric shopaholic who travels with a jam-packed monster suitcase. Then, there’s India itself, where the two
women end up almost marooned in the Thar Desert, practically camel-napped in Rajasthan, and attacked by an amorous monkey in Delhi. And that’s just the beginning.... With
her ardor for architecture and history, and her Kama Sutra to inspire passion, Trisha Bernard leads us on a wacky, witty, and wonderful romp through one of the world’s most
fascinating cultures.
The Kama Sutra book everybody has been waiting for has finally arrived. Kama Sutra 2 with Bob and Brenda has taken over a year to make it to print. After the success of Kama
Sutra with Bob and Brenda, its author and illustrator Paul Gwilliam, decided to give the main characters a face lift and sent them both to the gym. Now, Bob and Brenda are back
looking fabulous and feeling fit enough to make another gruelling Kama Sutra book. Kama Sutra 2 with Bob and Brenda will have you in stitches while loving it up between the
sheets. More positions than ever before and a few surprises to keep you entertained and feeling sexy. "Funniest Kama Sutra book I have ever read" - Man in the pub. "If this
Kama Sutra book was any funnier it would give you haemorrhoids" - Dr. George. "#%^$ off !! You #%^$ing idiot !!" - Tourette Barry.
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The Kama Sutra is well-known for its multitude of sexual positions contained in the manual but do you also know the knowledge it imparts far exceeds just the positions?
Incorporate the age-old wisdom of how you can enrich your sex life with titillations using emotional connection, sex toys, dirty talk, sexual fantasies, sexual intuition, role-playing,
and more. Use sex exploration beyond physical pleasure and use it as a channel to broaden your communication with your partner, enhance the intimacy level as a couple, and
have a variety of fun in the bedroom. Warning: New Edition Contains Explicit Content and Illustrations Kama Sutra for Beginners makes it easy for you to understand how you
can begin to transform your sex life and impress your partner with succinct information and pictures. You can expect: Build a better connection with your partner beyond the
physical level for passionate lovemaking Learning about sexual compatibility and communication to maximize sexual pleasure and intimacy Using sex toys and fantasies like roleplaying to heighten excitement and orgasmic release Specific positions you can use for any situation anywhere - be limited only by your imagination Know the unique spots for
males and females to provide better oral pleasure Experience rewards of emotional closeness - increased commitment, bonding, tolerance of imperfections in relationships, and
appreciation of each other's well-being - with deep, meaningful sex Here's the chapter breakdown: Chapter 1: Sexual Compatibility Chapter 2: Being Vocal in the Bedroom
Chapter 3: Learning to Make Love Chapter 4: The Orgasm Chapter 5: Emotional and Physical Intimacy (Fireworks) Chapter 6: Sex Toys Chapter 7: Oral Sex Techniques
Chapter 8: Anal Sex Chapter 9: Powerful Kama Sutra Sex Positions for the Male Orgasm Chapter 10: Powerful Kama Sutra Sex Positions for the Female Orgasm Chapter 11:
Sex Positions to Keep Her Coming Chapter 12: Sexual Intuition Chapter 13: Sexual Fantasies Chapter 14: Sex Positions to Overcome Anxiety and Insecurity Chapter 15: The
Kama Sutra Erotic Massage Chapter 16: How to Use Your Hands Only to Excite Your Partner Chapter 17: The Menstrual Cycle and Sex Chapter 18: How to Take Your Sex Life
to the Next Level Gift yourself and your partner the powerful meaning and pleasure of lovemaking. Click "Buy Now" and enlighten your sexual prowess! NOTE: This is the color
version of Kama Sutra for Beginners. That's the reason why the price is slightly higher.
Kamasutra Sex Position Adult Coloring Book: Excellent sex pose for adults. This coloring book is funny and enjoyable too.It contains 30 hot images of Kamasutra sex position.
Christmas contortions and mind-blowing sex positions! A great gift for your lover with super-hot positions. This fully illustrated guide features all the classic Kama Sutra positions
in festive holiday locales—in front of the fire, under the mistletoe, near the Christmas tree—while wearing nothing but tinsel, a touch of garland, and maybe a Santa hat. If you’ve
been asking for a sex life that’s bold, playful, and daring, this is a great book to give…and receive, with plenty of detailed instructions to help maximize pleasure for everyone
involved!
Sex Positions with Mandalas Pages to Colorexciting pattern
You will want this Hilarious 6x9 dotted lined Sex Themed Journal, Composition Notebook, Logbook, Guestbook. Play a joke on your friends, family, coworkers and neighbors when you give this notebook as a
gift or keep it for yourself. You will have them laughing so hard in embarrassment. The joke is on whoever picks it up to look through it. It can be used to write down your thoughts, gratitude, fetishes,
sketching, drawing, daily events, notes, hobbies, health log, exercise, food, gardening, camping log book, fishing, travel, memories, recipes, blog, bucket list, nature or write your own erotic sex stories.
If you are looking for the most detailed guide on Kama Sutra, you want to discover the most amazing Kama Sutra Sex Positions, Kama Sutra Secrets, many ways to fulfill your most hidden sex fantasies,
make the best out of your sexual experiences... Then this book is for you! This book contains all you need to know about bringing your sex to the next level through the learning of Kama Sutra and its many
benefits. By using the knowledge within these pages you will surprise your sexual partner. You will learn things you didn't even know you needed to know but that will make you wonder how you ever lived
without them! In this book you will discover: - What is Kama Sutra and its benefits - What is love for Kama Sutra - How to succeed in flirting and courtship - How can you become a master in seduction - How
to maximize intimacy and foreplay - How enjoy at best the 100+ sex positions of the extended Kama Sutra including, standing, relaxing, woman dominates, man dominates, sitting, acrobatic positions - How to
excel at oral sex with several positions - What to do if you want to try anal sex - What masturbation techniques can you use to better discover yourself - What type of orgasm should you aim at and how to get
them - How can sex toys spice up your sex life - In which cases you should go for a threesome and how can you enjoy at best this experience And much more! Most books on Kama Sutra focus only on few
sex positions and do provide enough illustrations; as well they fail to explain clearly all the aspects of Kama Sutra and do not go deep enough in each area. This is instead a complete 360 degrees book on
Kama Sutra! If you are a beginner, you can start your journey towards full sex enjoyment. If you have some experience, get ready to upgrade your level up! Do yourself, your partner and everyone else that
you will potentially have sex with a favor, read this book! Give your partner the present of informing yourself about how to bring them enjoyment like never before. All you have to do is to click on the BUY
NOW button, and you will be able to start your way to becoming the best sexual partner you can ever be!
When was the last time you tried something new in bed? Do you know what your partner desperately craves in the bedroom and do they know what really turns you on? This book starts by taking you on a
journey back to ancient secrets of Kama Sutra, where you will learn the art of seduction, ways to entice a love and all the different ways to engage in various acts both inside and outside of the bedroom.
Maybe you have tried some of the positions from the Kama Sutra before and you need help in order to learn more. You now have a whole arsenal of positions to try. Maybe you have tried all the classics and
are looking to get into something completely new and adventurous. Then, Kama Sutra Sex Positions book, will show you tempting suggestions for exploring your deepest, darkest fantasies with dirty talk and
raunchy role-play. Here's s a sneak peek of what you'll find inside: The Importance of Sex in Life What is the connection between Physical and Emotion Intimacy Ancient secrets of 'Kama Sutra' Crazy and
kinky sex positions to explore the full pleasure-giving potential of your body Best Sex Positions For Foreplay How to introduce Sex Games and Role-Play Experimental Sex Positions Beyond the bedroom
How To Use Dirty Talk Sex Fantasies & Positions That Keep Her Coming Secrets for Heating Up Your Sex Life And Much More! You might have already bought a few books about Kama Sutra Sex
positions... only to find out that, apparently, you can't have good sex without the strength of a pro wrestler and the flexibility of a yoga guru. But this book, Kama Sutra Sex Positions - is different. Instead of just
bombarding you with unrealistic acrobatic poses, it focuses on using different sex techniques and fun games to promote pleasure and intimacy. You will be amazed to see the numerous sex techniques that
this book will give to you in order to keep your sex life fresh and ever-changing. Do yourself a favor, your partner a favor, and everyone that you will ever have sex with a favor by reading this book and
discovering the secrets of a sex life which will take both you to a whole new world of pleasure. Don't become a slave of the routine, scroll up and click that "Buy Now" button to start experimenting!
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Introduces the principles and philosophy of Kama Sutra, describes methods for increasing sexual pleasure, and demonstrates positions through instructions and illustrations.
?????Do you want to discover the best Sex Positions for Couples and master the secrets of Kama Sutra? Do you want to learn how to improve your relationship and intimacy with your partner? ????? This is
The Most Complete Sex Guide around, with 2 Manuscripts in 1 Book: 1 - Sex Positions Guide? 2 - Kama Sutra? ?In Manuscript 1 "Sex Positions Guide" you will discover: - How can you improve intimacy and
compatibility - How to prepare your mind and body for sex - How is foreplay done best - What are the best sex positions for couples - How is oral sex done right - Which are the best aphrodisiacs and how to
use them - What fetish practices and other sexual fantasies can you try - Where else can you enjoy your sex life and how beyond the bedroom - What and how can you do sex at best if you are pregnant And much more! ?In Manuscript 2 "Kama Sutra" you will discover - What is Kama Sutra and its benefits - What is love for Kama Sutra - How to succeed in flirting and courtship - How can you become a
master in seduction - How enjoy at best the 100+ sex positions of the extended Kama Sutra including, standing, relaxing, woman dominates, man dominates, sitting, acrobatic positions - How to excel at oral
sex with several positions - What masturbation techniques can you use to better discover yourself - What types of orgasms should you aim at and how to get them - In which cases you should go for a
threesome and how can you enjoy at best this experience - And much more! If you are a beginner, you can start your journey towards full sex enjoyment and unlock your full energy. If you have some
experience, get ready to upgrade your level up! Do yourself, your partner and everyone else that you will potentially have sex with a favor, read this book! Give your partner the present of informing yourself
about how to bring them enjoyment like never before. ??????Scroll up and get your copy by clicking the "Buy Now with 1-Click" button!???????
After all these years of thinking 69 was our lucky number, the perpetrators of Nerve.com's wildly popular "Position of the Day" have hand-picked 366 of their very best erotic scenarios into one gloriously
chunky, deeply inspiring, and hilarious compendium. Yes, that's 366 - one for each day of the year plus a little something special for leap year! Illustrated with anatomically correct drawn figures, the positions
run the lusty gamut from plausible to creative to Honey, get my weight belt, this is going to require some heavy lifting! For beginners and the acrobatically challenged, there are accessible suggestions such as
the Corporate Merger, the Wet Blanket, and the TV Dinner. Meanwhile, the adept and adventurous can try their hand at The Snow Blower, The Papoose, and the Quasimodo, which field-testing suggests is
best attempted only after a vigorous round of stretching and a can of Red Bull. Position of the Day is about not becoming a creature of habit, because even the Excuse Me, Do I Know You? can get boring if
that's the only position in your repertoire... Em & Lo (Emma Taylor and Lorelei Sharkey) pen Nerve.com's sex and relationships advice column, "The Em & Lo Down (Advice from Near-Experts)."
The Ultimate Sex Positions Book For Couples That Will Transform Your Sex Life! Looking for ways to jumpstart your sex life?Or maybe you just want to have a more intimate connection with your
partner?Then this book is for you! This detailed guide contains everything and anything you want and need to know about taking your long-term relationship sex life from routine to unpredictable! Using
techniques and knowledge from The Kama Sutra, Tantric Sex, as well as Sex Toys, and Fetishes. You will learn things you didn't even know you needed to know but will make you wonder how you ever lived
without! How men can last longer in bed and please their woman to the fullest! Specific positions from The Kama Sutra included Different types of intimacy and how to improve intimacy in your relationship.
How best to prepare your mind and body for sex using techniques for foreplay, massage, and masturbation How to better connect to your partner on more than a physical level for more passionate
lovemaking Aphrodisiacs and how to use them to their fullest potential How to incorporate sex toys into your life as a couple Sex positions for maximum intimacy, for more adventure, for a challenge, and for
female pleasure If you are the partner of a woman, or a woman yourself, this book will teach you how to achieve different types of multiple orgasms yourself or how to give this to your female partner, and will
show you (or her) pleasure like you have never had before! Where most books on sex positions will only tell you how to keep the lust and passion alive inside of the bedroom as a couple, this book will teach
you how to keep the lust and passion alive outside of the bedroom. What sets this book apart is that it gives you a well-rounded approach on how to increase intimacy, explore new sex positions, how to
communicate about sex, about everything else that involves sex, and how to ensure you are giving each other the most pleasure possible. Sex Positions for Couples takes the time to explain how
communication at every stage of your relationship and your day will help you in your relationship and in your sex life. By communicating about everything, you will be able to know where each other stands on
every topic, reducing the chances of miscommunications and misunderstandings. This book will show you how to properly and effectively communicate in every single situation that may present itself. Having
the skills for better communication will be the secret ingredient that takes your sex life to another level! This book is waiting for you to open it up and explore all it has to offer you. Do yourself a favor, your
partner a favor, and everyone you will ever have sex with a favor by reading this book and informing yourself to the fullest extent. Give your partner the gift of informing yourself about how to please them like
never before. All You Have To Do Is To Click That BUY NOW Button, And You Will Be Able To Begin Your Journey To Becoming The Best Sexual And Romantic Partner You Can Ever Be!
You will want this Hilarious 6x9 dotted lined Sex Themed Journal, Composition Notebook, Logbook, Guestbook. Play a joke on your friends, family, coworkers and neighbors when you give this notebook as a
gift or keep it for yourself. You will have them laughing so hard in embarrassment. The joke is on whoever picks it up to look through it. It can be used to write down your thoughts, gratitude, fetishes,
sketching, drawing, daily events, notes, hobbies, health log, exercise, food, gardening, camping log book, fishing, travel, memories, recipes, blog, bucket list, nature and so much more!

If you think there are only three positions that get the job done, then it’s time to get out of your sexual rut and start having a ball! The Little Black Book of Sex Positions exposes in glorious
detail hundreds of sexy moves that can lead to mind-blowing ecstasy for you and your lover. The positions offered here are the next best thing to having an experienced partner right by your
side . . . or behind, or face-to-face. If your rolls in the hay have become a bit ho-hum, or if you just want to expand your spicy repertoire, this hot little how-to will having you flexing muscles you
never knew you had with sexy positions you’ve always wanted to try like the YMCA, Forbidden Fruit, Pirate’s Bounty, Rodeo, Deep Impact, and much more. In a hardcover edition with fullcolor exciting yet tasteful illustrations, The Little Black Book of Sex Positions is handsome enough to keep on your nightstand, or to give to someone naughty and nice. You’ll never think about
“little black book” the same way again. Start stretching!
Kamasutra Charades is a healhty game of fun for everyone.Well, perhaps you donâe(tm)t want to play it with your grandma, but everybody else, come join the parade of sex positions.Pick a
page and begin sweating it out as you bend your limbs into a Union of the Cow, or a Kamar ka kamaal. Nice guess, but itâe(tm)s nota camel, although youâe(tm)ll still get to hump.
A Beginners Guide to Love Making and Kama Sutra. Discover The Best Kama Sutra Love Making SecretAre you tired of the same boring routine in your daily relationship? Are you feeling like
the spark is gone? Do you often times feel bored, but love your partner and do not want to leave? Do you have thoughts of infidelity? If you answered yes to any of these questions, then this is
the book for you! The kamasutra life is something that has been around for thousands of years, but has been brought to popularity since the 1970's in America. If you are bored in your
relationship, there is no need to look for pleasure with anyone other than your partner. You just need to kick your romance up a notch. This book will give you techniques on how to do that,
and how to have fun doing it as well. There are a lot of benefits to a kamasutra life, and you should definitely give it a try. The most convincing benefit of all is that you are able to really
advance your relationship and bring the passion back. This is a wonderful thing, and if you are still wondering if you should read it, the answer is yes! If you are conservative in the sexual
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ways, that is okay! You can still learn a lot to help you in your everyday romantic endeavors from this book. So what are you waiting for! This book is calling your name.
Connect-the-dots just got hot… with this amusing and arousing take on everyone’s favorite make-out manual. Whether you’re on your own or with a partner, Kama Sutra Connect-the-Dots is
the most fun you can have with your clothes still on. The secrets of this wickedly witty book will only be revealed by deft wrist-work, so put a little lead in your pencil and do try this at home. •
Partner not included •
If you want to fulfill your most hidden sex fantasies and you want to transform your sex life, then keep reading! Sex is an essential part of our life, but 90% of all people do not exploit the full
potential of sex and the enjoyment that comes from it. How can you avoid falling into the trap of habits? Using techniques and knowledge from The Kama Sutra, Tantric Sex, combined with
Sexual Fantasies, you will impress your sexual partner. In this guide, you'll discover all you need to bring back the fire and passion to your love life! This is a 360 degrees book on Kama Sutra
with illustrations! Inside this comprehensive guide, you'll discover: HOW TO HAVE THE BEST SEX EVER BEST SEX POSITIONS SENSUOUS SEDUCTION ORAL SEX KAMA'S WHEEL
PASSIONATE ADVENTURES How to develop intimacy and use this to have the best sex of your life How to give better oral sex with the secrets to male and female oral sex pleasure And
Much More! What are you waiting for? Scroll up and get your copy by clicking the "Buy Now with 1-Click" button!
LIMITED TIME DISCOUNT! Great value (Regular $ 10.39 ) NEW 33 Unique Kamasutra Sex Positions with Designs on Black Paper ! For hot minded grown ups! Best selling adult coloring
book printed on black paper. Using this beautiful bed night time edition will make your designs vibrant with color. The perfect way to cool down and relax for those with a subversive and
irreverent sense of humor and erotic scent. *Please know that our book contains erotic positions and is not intended for children. Sex Positions Coloring Book for Adults Contains 33 Pictures
of different sex positions. Beautiful & Unique Stress Relief Designs To Color. Each Coloring Page is designed for Fun and Relaxation. Each Coloring Page is printed on a separate sheet to
avoid bleed through. The Variety of Pages Ensure There is Something for Every Skill Level.. 33 Naughty Poses Coloring Book : Original and hand drawn illustrations Fantastic gift for anyone
with a sense of humor Sized to frame at 8.5" x 11" Single-Sided Pages Printed on black paper TAGS: erotic word coloring, erotic men coloring, boobs, dicks, cocks, penis, gay colorng book,
fitness coloring book, erotica coloring, erotics book, sex positions coloring book, Kamasutra coloring book, Kamasutra book, Sex adult coloring book, Erotic mandala, Erotic gifts, adult erotic
book, sex journal, black coloring book, Kamasutra adult coloring, sexy designs, meditation, relaxation, bed time coloring
FALL SPECIAL 15% off was $7.99 now $6.79 Manly Color : Coloring Books for Men 5 Sex Edition After a long hard stressful day, its good to find time to relax and unwind. Manly Color is the
perfect stress relief for him to accomplish this. Manly Color is geared to the man in your life with manly geared themes so you both can unwind and color together. This book is the sex edition
and contains sexual positions for you to color. So take a deep breath sharpen those pencils start to color and relax. And as always happy coloring. Other Manly Color Editions: Manly Color :
Coloring Books For Men 1 Gun Edition Manly Color : Coloring Books For Men 2 Zombie Edition Manly Color : Coloring Books For Men 3 Death / Skull Edition Manly Color : Coloring Books For
Men 4 Food Edition Manly Color : Coloring Books For Men 5 Sex Edition Manly Color : Coloring Books For Men 6 Dog Edition Manly Color : Coloring Books For Men 7 Mandala Edition Manly
Color : Coloring Books For Men 8 Boob Edition Manly Color : Coloring Books For Men 9 Yoga Edition Manly Color : Coloring Books For Men 10 Political Edition Product Details: Printed singlesided on bright white paper Premium glossy cover finish Perfect for all coloring mediums High quality 60 pound paper stock 8.5" wide x 8.5" tall pages
"In this scholarly and superbly readable book, one of the world's foremost authorities on ancient Indian texts seeks to restore the Kamasutra to its proper place in the Sanskrit canon, as a
landmark of India's secular literature. In investigating, and helping us understand, a much celebrated but under-appreciated text, Wendy Doniger has produced a rich and compelling text of her
own that will interest, delight, and surprise scholars and lay readers alike"--

Kama Sutra Mad Libs is our newest original Mad Libs featuring 21 original stories inspired by the Kama Sutra, the ancient Sanskrit guide to the art of erotic love and sex. At only
$4.99, it's the perfect gift to buy for your long-time love… or one-night stand!
Based on the ancient Indian sex manual, here is advice to steam up any bedroom and spark life into any romance—from oral sex to sitting and standing positions to more
adventurous positions like “The Propeller” and “The Rowing Boat.” Sadie Cayman has taken the ancient Kama Sutra and given it a modern, self-help feel. Designed to educate
you as a lover and advance your lovemaking techniques beyond the basic and moring, this book is designed to make fantasies come true. Here are ways to bring passion to your
bedroom (or any room with a chair or table). Positions are ranked for passion, drama, romance, exertion, convenience, and more. Experience: The Bent Kiss The Cap of Luxury
The Flowing Triangle Nirvana Supernova The Curled Angel And, to spice things up, Cayman offers quotes and advice about romances and sex from Ingrid Bergman, the Marquis
de Sade, Henry Miller, Anais Nin, Deepak Chopra, and more. Tastefully illustrated in full color, and playfully written, this new handbook will bring your love life new excitement
and challenges. You can offer your new lover or your long-term partner the most passionate, creative, and enthusiastic lovemaking he or she has ever had. You won’t have to
fantasize any longer about what it’s like for a lover to thank you after sex. You’ll find out.
LIMITED TIME DISCOUNT! Great value (Regular $ 10.39 ) NEW 33 Unique Kamasutra Sex Positions with Designs on Black Paper ! For hot minded grown ups! Best selling
adult coloring book printed on black paper. Using this beautiful bed night time edition will make your designs vibrant with color. The perfect way to cool down and relax for those
with a subversive and irreverent sense of humor and erotic scent. *Please know that our book contains erotic positions and is not intended for children. Kamasutra Sex Coloring
Book for Adults: Contains 33 Pictures of different sex positions. Beautiful & Unique Stress Relief Designs To Color. Each Coloring Page is designed for Fun and Relaxation. Each
Coloring Page is printed on a separate sheet to avoid bleed through. The Variety of Pages Ensure There is Something for Every Skill Level.. 33 Naughty Poses Coloring Book :
Original and hand drawn illustrations Fantastic gift for anyone with a sense of humor Sized to frame at 8.5" x 11" Single-Sided Pages Printed on black paper TAGS: erotic word
coloring, erotic men coloring, boobs, dicks, cocks, penis, gay colorng book, fitness coloring book, erotica coloring, erotics book, sex positions coloring book, Kamasutra coloring
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Kamasutra coloring book for adults. 40 drawings to color 1 side printed 80 pages 8,5x11 inches For adults, perfect gift. NOT FOR CHILDRENS.
LIMITED TIME DISCOUNT! Great value (Regular $ 14.99 ) NEW 40 Unique Zentangle Designs on Black Paper ! For hot minded grown ups! Best selling adult coloring book
printed on black paper. Using this beautiful bed night time edition will make your designs vibrant with color. The perfect way to cool down and relax for those with a subversive
and irreverent sense of humor and erotic scent. *Please know that our book contains erotic positions and is not intended for children. Sex Positions Adult Coloring Book: Contains
most popular Kamasutra Sex Positions. Beautiful & Unique Stress Relief Designs To Color. Each Coloring Page is designed for Fun and Relaxation. Each Coloring Page is
printed on a separate sheet to avoid bleed through. The Variety of Pages Ensure There is Something for Every Skill Level.. 40 Kamasutra Positions Designs: Original and hand
drawn illustrations Fantastic gift for anyone with a sense of humor Sized to frame at 8.5" x 11" Single-Sided Pages Printed on black paper List of Kamasutra Sex Positions:
Elevator 69 Suspended Anvil Asian Cowgirl Ballet Dancer Bandoleer Betty Rocker Bottoms Up Bulldog Bumper Cars Couch Surfer Cowgirl Doggy Drill Exposed Eagle Face
Sitter Gift Wrapped Jockey Kitchen Confidential Teaspooning Launch Pad Mastery Man Missionary Romper Room Mongolian Smurf Pearly Gates Pirates Bounty Quickie Fix
Rear Entry Scissors and others TAGS: erotic word coloring, erotica coloring, erotics book, sex positions coloring book, Kamasutra coloring book, Kamasutra book, Sex adult
coloring book, Erotic mandala, Erotic gifts, adult erotic book, sex journal, black coloring book, Kamasutra adult coloring, sexy designs, meditation, relaxation, bed time coloring
A guide for couples who want to revitalize or add variety to their sex life presents 365 different sexual positions based on the Kama Sutra, one for every day of the year, that
feature something for everyone with variations that range from the sensual to the gymnastic or aerobic. Original.
"Who was Vatsyayana? What motivated this intriguing personality in the third century to compile ancient erotic texts, replete with his witty aphorisms, into the Kama Sutra, the
ultimate treatise on love and the art of lovemaking? Kama is a fictionalised account of the life and times of Vatsyayana. Seemingly, a manual for the hedonist about town, the
Kama Sutra reveals another tale—written in blood—of broken hearts, lyrical violence, ageless love, and unbridled lust! Set in 273 AD, in a land fraught with war and unrest, Kama is
the story of a catastrophic day in a writer-artist’s life that sets him off on a journey unto himself, beyond the boundaries of love, family and betrayal. This fast-paced story of
tragedy and triumph beguiles and captivates as it flits seamlessly between an agonising past, an erotic present and a cataclysmic future."
Kama Sutra Yoga: The Hidden Secrets & Techniques to take your sexual life to the ultimate level Are you dissatisfied with your sex life? Do you feel that the sizzle and crackle is
missing? This book is for all those who want to know the hidden secrets of ancient wisdom and take their sexual life to an exalted level of ecstatic and explosive pleasure. This
book has excellent illustrations on sex positions described in Kamasutra Yoga and Tantra Yoga. It is meant to be a ready reckoner for readers with plenty of practical advice, both
for novice as well as experienced lovers. The book covers different aspects of sex and is not confined only to the physical act of sex. The term 'SEX' should normally be
associated with uninhibited, explosive, natural, mystic, spectacular, ecstatic, blissful, rapturous and euphoric feeling. Unfortunately, modern day man or woman no longer views
SEX in the same way. This book will rekindle the fire and passion inside you like never before. Kama Sutra yoga describes the art of sex in detail. Kamasutra Yoga and Tantra
Yoga are two important works which are exclusively written to explore the world of sex. These books were written in the days when sex was a genuine desire which needed
unabashed fulfillment - not an act which must be performed in secrecy and shame.
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